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Brown Dwarfs as Proxies to Gas Giant Planets

Credits: NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center

M = 13 - 75 MJup 

Teff = 250 - 3000 K (GP: Teff = <150 - 1500 K) 

R ~ 1 RJup 

Prot = 1 - 13 hours (Prot,Jup ~ 10 hours) 

Composition: bulk H and He; atmospheres with 
molecules, dust, and  complex chemistry



The L/T Transition

Biller et al. (2017)

“The cooler T type brown dwarfs are 
notably bluer than the red Ls, due to 
significant methane absorption at 2.2 
μm as well as the breaking up or 
sinking of silicate clouds below the 
photosphere. Low surface gravity 
objects are uniformly redder than 
objects with similar spectral types at 
field ages. Note the small population 
of extremely red exoplanets with ‘T 
dwarf’ luminosities, such as HR 
8799bcde. These planets retain 
silicate clouds at considerably cooler 
temperatures than their brown dwarf 
counterparts, likely a result of their 
low surface gravities.” - Beth Biller



Weather on Brown Dwarfs

Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Western Ontario/Stony Brook University



3-D Mapping of Atmospheres

Credit: NASA/JPL

Buenzli et al. (2012)

Simultaneous 
observations in 
multiple bands

Apai et al. (2017)



What do we gain from polarimetry?

de Kok et al. (2011)Integrating -Q/F over viewing disk yields P≠0 for any present asymmetry 

Normalized F and P as a function of wavelength for a homogeneous, 
oblate object shows different polarization signals for cloud layers in top 
atmosphere (solid) and deeper in atmosphere (dashed)

de Kok et al. (2011)



Polarimetric monitoring can recover information about the spatial 
distribution of surface inhomogeneities from objects rotating pole 
on, for which photometric monitoring would yield no variability.

What do we gain from polarimetry?

Sanghavi et al. (submitted to ApJ)



Current Polarimetry of BDs

Miles-Paez et al. (2017)

A few smaller 
broadband polarimetric 
surveys have been 
made in the optical and 
infrared. 

Using Wollaston prisms 
and retarder plates at 
different angles, or 
wedged double 
Wollaston, to get full 
Stokes 

Bulky, inefficient, low 
througput



WIRC-POL: a near-infrared spectro-polarimetric 
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High-precision polarimetry

200-inch Hale telescope and WIRC upgrade WIRC-POL specifications

Characterizing brown dwarf atmospheres

Transmission spectroscopy of exoplanets

2.2. Mechanical
The mechanical assembly for the camera was also designed and fabricated by Telic Optics. Each of the colli-
mating and re-imaging systems are mounted within aluminum lens barrel assemblies. A schematic of the WIRC
dewar with installed optics is shown in Figure 2. The 4-lens collimating section and the filter wheel assembly
can be seen mounted in the dewar in the lab in Figure 3.

Only one material, aluminum, is used for the housings to simplify the mechanical problem of manufacturing
lenses and mounting structures at warm temperatures that will ultimately be used at cryogenic temperatures
after thermal contraction. To maintain lens centration at warm and cold temperatures a system of Delrin pins
are used. The pins center the lenses inside the barrels while warm. As the system cools the large thermal
contraction of Delrin (approx. three times that of aluminum) causes the pins to contract away from the lenses.
In their place the aluminum lens housing, with inside diameters properly designed, contract and closely surround
the lenses to keep them centered.

The two filter wheels and Lyot stop are mounted on the dewar cold plate located between the collimating
and re-imaging systems. The ∼ 9.4 inch filter wheels can accomodate up to seven 60 mm filters. The wheels,
geared on their edges, are driven by cryogenic stepper motors purchased from Phytron (Waltham, MA) at a gear
ratio of ∼ 17.7 : 1. The steppers motors are operated without feedback although ‘home switches’ are provided.
These are simply micro-switches mounted adjacent to the filter wheels that are tripped as a protruding tab (one
on each wheel) passes. The instrument operator can ’home’ each wheel remotely when necessary to verify filter
wheel position.
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Figure 2. A schematic of the WIRC dewar and optics.
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Very high-precision photometry
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Polarization grating (PG)

Achromatic diffraction from polarization gratings
with high efficiency
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We demonstrate a broadband, thin-film, polarizing beam splitter based on an anisotropic diffraction grating
composed of reactive mesogens (polymerizable liquid crystals). This achromatic polarization grating (PG)
manifests high diffraction efficiency !"100% # and high extinction ratio !!1000:1# in both theory and ex-
periment. We show an operational bandwidth "# /#0"56% (roughly spanning visible wavelength range)
that represents more than a fourfold increase of bandwidth over conventional PGs (and significantly larger
than any other grating). The diffraction angle and operational region (visible, near-infrared, midwave infra-
red, and ultraviolet wavelengths) may be easily tailored during fabrication. The essence of the achromatic
design is a stack of two chiral PGs with an opposite twist sense and employs the principle of retardation
compensation. We fully characterize its optical properties and derive the theoretical diffraction behavior.
© 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 050.1950, 230.1360, 260.5430, 090.1970.

The management and measurement of polarized
light is essential in a wide range of applications in-
cluding liquid crystal (LC) displays, polarimetry, as-
tronomy, optical fiber communications, quantum
computing, and microscopy. While splitting light into
orthogonal polarizations may be accomplished using
glass beam splitters (e.g., Wollaston or Glan), this is
in many cases undesirable owing to their large physi-
cal size/weight or limited operational wavelength
range. Polarization gratings (PGs) are efficient
polarization-sensitive diffractive thin films [1–4] and
novel electro-optical switches [5–8] that can diffract
with "100% efficiency into the first orders with po-
larization selectivity analogous to glass beam split-
ters. One conventional profile is the “circular PG”
[1,4] and consists of a spiraling, in-plane, linear bire-
fringence that is uniform in the z dimension. How-
ever, its high diffraction efficiency occurs only over a
modest bandwidth, a limitation [9] that applies to
practically all gratings (Bragg or Raman–Nath).

In this Letter, we demonstrate an achromatic PG
formed with reactive mesogens (RMs) (polymerizable
LCs) [10,11] that accomplishes both chromatic and
polarization separation simultaneously. This periodic
anisotropic profile manifests "100% efficiency across
the entire visible wavelength range (more than a
fourfold increase in bandwidth over circular PGs),
achieving achromatic diffraction by compensating
the chromatic dispersion of retardation using the ef-
fect of twist.

This achromatic PG comprises two antisymmetric
chiral circular PGs with an opposite twist sense,
where the nematic director n follows

n!x,z# = $cos $!x,z#, sin $!x,z#, 0%, !1a#

$!x,z# = &%x/& + 'z/d if 0 ( z ( d

%x/& − 'z/d + 2' if d ) z ( 2d' , !1b#

where $ is the azimuth angle of the director field, &
is the grating period, d is the thickness, and ' is the

twist angle of each chiral layer. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
illustrate this profile. RMs [10,11] are ideal to create
this anisotropy pattern, since their orientation can be
initially established by surfaces and chiral dopants
and indefinitely fixed via photopolymerization.

The diffraction efficiency *m of order m may be cal-
culated using the Jones calculus under the paraxial
(small-angle) approximation, a method employed pre-
viously by several authors for conventional PGs
[2,3,12]. Since the derivation for our anisotropy pro-
file [Eq. (1)] involves lengthy expressions, here we
will only summarize the approach and include the fi-
nal result (refer to [13] for details). First, we find the
spatially varying 2+2 transfer matrix TAPG!x#, incor-
porating all grating geometry and material aniso-
tropy. The achromatic PG profile is expressed as mul-
tiple thin layers of circular PGs with a small lateral
phase shift between them, akin to the analysis
of twisted nematic LC modes as stratified media
[14]. Second, we find the electric field of diffraction

Fig. 1. (Color online) Achromatic PG. Nematic director
profile (a) plan view and (b) side view. (c) Diffraction geom-
etry (note only the m= ±1 orders emerge).
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order m far from the grating as Dm
= !1/!"#0

!TAPG!x"Eine−i2"mx/!dx. Finally, we determine
the diffraction efficiency as #m= $Dm$2 / $Ein$2, which
may be analytically summarized by the following:

#0 = %cos2 X + !$2 − %2"sinc2 X&2, !2a"

#±1 = A2'1 & S3!

2 (!cos2 X + $2 sinc2 X", !2b"

where %="'nd /(, X=)$2+%2, A=2% sinc X, and
sinc X*!sin X" /X. The term S3!=S3 /S0 is a normal-
ized Stokes parameter. The grating equation sin )m
=m( /!±sin )in governs diffraction angles [Fig. 1(c)].

Several important properties should be noted in
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) and in [13]. First, only three dif-
fraction orders (0 and ±1) exist, which depend on
both the retardation 'nd /( and the twist angle $.
We will show that *#±1+100% over a wide wave-
length range by balancing the effect of retardation
and twist. Second, the first orders have orthogonal
circular polarizations [Fig. 1(c)]. Third, the first-order
efficiencies are strongly sensitive to the incident po-
larization state through S3! (akin to circular PGs).
Overall, we understand the achromaticity of the two
antisymmetric chiral layers as self-compensation, via
counteracting chromatic dispersions in the linear and
twist-induced circular birefringences [15].

To enable a quantitative evaluation, we define
bandwidth as '( /(0, the ratio of the spectral range
'( (over which high diffraction efficiency *#±1
+99% occurs) to the center wavelength (0. We em-
ploy Eq. (2b) to generate a map of total first-order dif-
fraction efficiency as a function of the retardation
and the twist angle [shown in Fig. 2(a)]. The maxi-
mum bandwidth !,56.1% " is found when $=70°.
Note this is more than a fourfold enhancement as

compared with a conventional circular PG !,12.8% ",
as shown in Fig. 2(b) with relative bandwidths high-
lighted.

We have experimentally realized this achromatic
PG formed as an RM film by polarization holography
and photoalignment techniques. In a recent work [3],
we fabricated defect-free circular PGs in RM thin-
films with ultrahigh efficiency (more than 99%) and
low scattering by materials and processing optimiza-
tion.

Here, we apply the same [3] holographic and
multilayer principles to fabricate achromatic PGs. In
particular, we utilized a linear photopolymerizable
polymer (LPP) [16] ROP-103 (Rolic) as a photoalign-
ment material. The surface alignment pattern with a
period of !=6.5 ,m was recorded in the LPP layer by
orthogonal circular-polarized beams from an He–Cd
laser (at 325 nm). After holographic exposure, RM
films were spin-coated onto the LPP-coated sub-
strate. The first PG layer was composed of the RM
prepolymer–solvent mixture RMS03-001 (Merck, 'n
,0.159 at 589 nm) doped with a small amount
(0.25%) of the chiral molecule CB15 (Merck, right-
handed). A thickness d,1.7 ,m was chosen so that
half-wave retardation %=" /2 (at (,550 nm) and a
twist $= +70° occurred simultaneously. The second
PG layer was deposited directly onto the top of the
first and was composed of RMS03-001 doped with a
small amount (0.34%) of the chiral molecule ZLI-811
(Merck, left-handed), resulting in the same thickness
and opposite twist angle !$=−70° ". As these RM
films are highly cross-linked acrylate films, they are
known [11,16] to have high thermal and optical sta-
bilities. Reproducibility and fabrication process sen-
sitivity are similar to other spin-coated RM films.

These achromatic PGs exhibit practically ideal
properties with high first-order efficiency, high
polarization-selectivity, low scattering, and low non-
first-order leakage. As shown in Fig. 3, nearly 100%
of incident light can be directed into the first orders
alone for both light-emitting diode (LED) and laser

Fig. 2. (Color online) Theoretical diffraction of the achro-
matic PG. (a) First-order efficiency spectra versus twist
angle $ (*#±1+99%, outlined region). (b) First-order effi-
ciency spectrum for $=70° compared with the circular PG.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Photographs of achromatic PG dif-
fraction. Unpolarized white LED light as seen from (a) plan
view (intersecting a white card) and (b) projected screen
view. (c) Linearly polarized laser light !!=6.5 ,m".
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• Liquid crystal polymer film 
• Linearly polarized beam —> two circularly polarized beams 
• Almost 100% diffraction efficiency 
• Stacking multiple layers:  

• Achromatic efficiency and extinction over visible and near-IR 
• Chromatic and polarization separation simultaneously

Oh & Escuti (2008)

Oh & Escuti (2008)
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Transmission spectroscopy

H. Knutson

Transit

Secondary Eclipse

Temperature, composition of planet’s 
atmosphere

Composition of planet’s 
atmosphere

Determining Super-Earth Compositions

Dragomir et al. (2013)

Caveat: the presence of 
thick atmospheres makes 
it difficult to uniquely 
constrain bulk 
compositions from mass 
and radius alone.

Water world (migrated from 
beyond ice line) or rocky with 
a H/He envelope (in situ 
formation)?

Rocky core

Water-rich  
envelope

H/He 
envelope

Good targets for 
atmosphere studies

Stars too faint

• Composition not uniquely constrained from radius and mass

• Constrain hydrogen fraction from transmission spectroscopy
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atmosphere studies

Stars too faint

• Composition not uniquely constrained from radius and mass

• Constrain hydrogen fraction from transmission spectroscopy

High-precision time-resolved photometry requires a stable instrument with well-characterized instrument effects and accurate on-sky 
calibration. Instrument induced variability should also be minimized by preventing contaminating light from entering the system, adding 
background photon noise. This is especially important at infrared (IR) and near-IR wavelengths where thermal radiation from the sky and the 
telescope+instrument can make a significant contribution to the total signal recorded together with the astrophysical signal of interest. If 
we also want to measure the polarization of light (polarimetry), additional consideration has to be taken to polarization induced by 
reflections in the telescope+instrument.

� Largest equatorial mounted telescope in the 
world 

� Extremely stable tracking 
� No differential motion of optics 
� Low and stable instrument polarization 
� 100 ppm precision demonstrated with WIRC 

(Wide-field InfraRed Camera) at prime focus

� New Hawaii-2 detector 
� 32 channel read-out mode 
� Polarization grating (PG) and 

quarter wave plate (QWP) for 
spectro-polarimetry 

� Retractable focal plane mask for 
spectro-polarimetry mode 

� Grism for integral-field 
spectroscopy 

� Commissioning in 2017A 
followed by 2-year key science 
program

A unique telescope at Palomar Observatory

A refurbished near-IR instrument

� 8.4 arcmin full FOV, ~0.25 arcsec/pixel 
� Seeing limited 
� Spectro-polarimetry mode: 
� Split-pupil configuration, 4.2 arcmin FOV 
� Simultaneous Stokes Q+/- and U+/-  
� 1.1-1.8 μm (J and H band) with R~120-150 

� Spectroscopy mode: 
� Full FOV 
�Wide-field spectroscopy in (J), H, and K with 

R~200

Polarization Grating (PG)

� Luhman 16B and other brown dwarfs 
in the L/T transition region show 
signs of patchy clouds 

� PG splits linearly polarized beam into two circularly polarized beams and disperses 
light with almost 100% diffraction efficiency  

� Spectro-polarimetric library of ~1000 brown dwarfs across MLTY spectral 
types 

� Baseline survey at J and H (R~120-150) 
� Follow up any >3σ signature for SP variability

� Follow-up of bright K2 transiting systems 
� Improved ephemerides for super-Earth 

transits 
�Constraints on cool Neptune compositions 

from transmission spectroscopy

Patchy clouds

� Integrating -Q/F over viewing disk yields P≠0 for any present asymmetry 
�Normalized F and P as a function of wavelength for a homogeneous, oblate object 

shows different polarization signals for cloud layers in top atmosphere (solid) and 
deeper in atmosphere (dashed)

� A polarization signal above 1%, or variability on the timescale of the 
rotational period, we would be the smoking gun confirming clouds 
in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs

Key science: Spectro-polarimetry of brown dwarfs

Key science: Exoplanet transits

�Masses from transit timing variations in multi-planet systems 
� Characterization of hot Jupiters from secondary eclipse

de Kok et al. (2011)

Crossfield et al. 
(2014)

Bowler et al. (2013)

Wilson et al. (2003)

Palomar 200-inch and WIRC+Pol
Largest equatorial mounted telescope in the 
world 

Extremely stable tracking 

No differential motion of optics 

Low and stable instrument polarization 

100 ppm precision demonstrated with WIRC 
(Wide-field InfraRed Camera) at prime focus

New Hawaii-2 detector 

32 channel read-out mode 

Polarization grating (PG) and quarter wave plate 
(QWP) for spectro-polarimetry 

Retractable focal plane mask for spectro-polarimetry 
mode 

Grism for integral-field spectroscopy 

Commissioned in 2017A. Started 2-year key science 
program to survey hundred of L/T dwarfs
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We demonstrate a broadband, thin-film, polarizing beam splitter based on an anisotropic diffraction grating
composed of reactive mesogens (polymerizable liquid crystals). This achromatic polarization grating (PG)
manifests high diffraction efficiency !"100% # and high extinction ratio !!1000:1# in both theory and ex-
periment. We show an operational bandwidth "# /#0"56% (roughly spanning visible wavelength range)
that represents more than a fourfold increase of bandwidth over conventional PGs (and significantly larger
than any other grating). The diffraction angle and operational region (visible, near-infrared, midwave infra-
red, and ultraviolet wavelengths) may be easily tailored during fabrication. The essence of the achromatic
design is a stack of two chiral PGs with an opposite twist sense and employs the principle of retardation
compensation. We fully characterize its optical properties and derive the theoretical diffraction behavior.
© 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 050.1950, 230.1360, 260.5430, 090.1970.

The management and measurement of polarized
light is essential in a wide range of applications in-
cluding liquid crystal (LC) displays, polarimetry, as-
tronomy, optical fiber communications, quantum
computing, and microscopy. While splitting light into
orthogonal polarizations may be accomplished using
glass beam splitters (e.g., Wollaston or Glan), this is
in many cases undesirable owing to their large physi-
cal size/weight or limited operational wavelength
range. Polarization gratings (PGs) are efficient
polarization-sensitive diffractive thin films [1–4] and
novel electro-optical switches [5–8] that can diffract
with "100% efficiency into the first orders with po-
larization selectivity analogous to glass beam split-
ters. One conventional profile is the “circular PG”
[1,4] and consists of a spiraling, in-plane, linear bire-
fringence that is uniform in the z dimension. How-
ever, its high diffraction efficiency occurs only over a
modest bandwidth, a limitation [9] that applies to
practically all gratings (Bragg or Raman–Nath).

In this Letter, we demonstrate an achromatic PG
formed with reactive mesogens (RMs) (polymerizable
LCs) [10,11] that accomplishes both chromatic and
polarization separation simultaneously. This periodic
anisotropic profile manifests "100% efficiency across
the entire visible wavelength range (more than a
fourfold increase in bandwidth over circular PGs),
achieving achromatic diffraction by compensating
the chromatic dispersion of retardation using the ef-
fect of twist.

This achromatic PG comprises two antisymmetric
chiral circular PGs with an opposite twist sense,
where the nematic director n follows

n!x,z# = $cos $!x,z#, sin $!x,z#, 0%, !1a#

$!x,z# = &%x/& + 'z/d if 0 ( z ( d

%x/& − 'z/d + 2' if d ) z ( 2d' , !1b#

where $ is the azimuth angle of the director field, &
is the grating period, d is the thickness, and ' is the

twist angle of each chiral layer. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
illustrate this profile. RMs [10,11] are ideal to create
this anisotropy pattern, since their orientation can be
initially established by surfaces and chiral dopants
and indefinitely fixed via photopolymerization.

The diffraction efficiency *m of order m may be cal-
culated using the Jones calculus under the paraxial
(small-angle) approximation, a method employed pre-
viously by several authors for conventional PGs
[2,3,12]. Since the derivation for our anisotropy pro-
file [Eq. (1)] involves lengthy expressions, here we
will only summarize the approach and include the fi-
nal result (refer to [13] for details). First, we find the
spatially varying 2+2 transfer matrix TAPG!x#, incor-
porating all grating geometry and material aniso-
tropy. The achromatic PG profile is expressed as mul-
tiple thin layers of circular PGs with a small lateral
phase shift between them, akin to the analysis
of twisted nematic LC modes as stratified media
[14]. Second, we find the electric field of diffraction

Fig. 1. (Color online) Achromatic PG. Nematic director
profile (a) plan view and (b) side view. (c) Diffraction geom-
etry (note only the m= ±1 orders emerge).
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order m far from the grating as Dm
= !1/!"#0

!TAPG!x"Eine−i2"mx/!dx. Finally, we determine
the diffraction efficiency as #m= $Dm$2 / $Ein$2, which
may be analytically summarized by the following:

#0 = %cos2 X + !$2 − %2"sinc2 X&2, !2a"

#±1 = A2'1 & S3!

2 (!cos2 X + $2 sinc2 X", !2b"

where %="'nd /(, X=)$2+%2, A=2% sinc X, and
sinc X*!sin X" /X. The term S3!=S3 /S0 is a normal-
ized Stokes parameter. The grating equation sin )m
=m( /!±sin )in governs diffraction angles [Fig. 1(c)].

Several important properties should be noted in
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) and in [13]. First, only three dif-
fraction orders (0 and ±1) exist, which depend on
both the retardation 'nd /( and the twist angle $.
We will show that *#±1+100% over a wide wave-
length range by balancing the effect of retardation
and twist. Second, the first orders have orthogonal
circular polarizations [Fig. 1(c)]. Third, the first-order
efficiencies are strongly sensitive to the incident po-
larization state through S3! (akin to circular PGs).
Overall, we understand the achromaticity of the two
antisymmetric chiral layers as self-compensation, via
counteracting chromatic dispersions in the linear and
twist-induced circular birefringences [15].

To enable a quantitative evaluation, we define
bandwidth as '( /(0, the ratio of the spectral range
'( (over which high diffraction efficiency *#±1
+99% occurs) to the center wavelength (0. We em-
ploy Eq. (2b) to generate a map of total first-order dif-
fraction efficiency as a function of the retardation
and the twist angle [shown in Fig. 2(a)]. The maxi-
mum bandwidth !,56.1% " is found when $=70°.
Note this is more than a fourfold enhancement as

compared with a conventional circular PG !,12.8% ",
as shown in Fig. 2(b) with relative bandwidths high-
lighted.

We have experimentally realized this achromatic
PG formed as an RM film by polarization holography
and photoalignment techniques. In a recent work [3],
we fabricated defect-free circular PGs in RM thin-
films with ultrahigh efficiency (more than 99%) and
low scattering by materials and processing optimiza-
tion.

Here, we apply the same [3] holographic and
multilayer principles to fabricate achromatic PGs. In
particular, we utilized a linear photopolymerizable
polymer (LPP) [16] ROP-103 (Rolic) as a photoalign-
ment material. The surface alignment pattern with a
period of !=6.5 ,m was recorded in the LPP layer by
orthogonal circular-polarized beams from an He–Cd
laser (at 325 nm). After holographic exposure, RM
films were spin-coated onto the LPP-coated sub-
strate. The first PG layer was composed of the RM
prepolymer–solvent mixture RMS03-001 (Merck, 'n
,0.159 at 589 nm) doped with a small amount
(0.25%) of the chiral molecule CB15 (Merck, right-
handed). A thickness d,1.7 ,m was chosen so that
half-wave retardation %=" /2 (at (,550 nm) and a
twist $= +70° occurred simultaneously. The second
PG layer was deposited directly onto the top of the
first and was composed of RMS03-001 doped with a
small amount (0.34%) of the chiral molecule ZLI-811
(Merck, left-handed), resulting in the same thickness
and opposite twist angle !$=−70° ". As these RM
films are highly cross-linked acrylate films, they are
known [11,16] to have high thermal and optical sta-
bilities. Reproducibility and fabrication process sen-
sitivity are similar to other spin-coated RM films.

These achromatic PGs exhibit practically ideal
properties with high first-order efficiency, high
polarization-selectivity, low scattering, and low non-
first-order leakage. As shown in Fig. 3, nearly 100%
of incident light can be directed into the first orders
alone for both light-emitting diode (LED) and laser

Fig. 2. (Color online) Theoretical diffraction of the achro-
matic PG. (a) First-order efficiency spectra versus twist
angle $ (*#±1+99%, outlined region). (b) First-order effi-
ciency spectrum for $=70° compared with the circular PG.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Photographs of achromatic PG dif-
fraction. Unpolarized white LED light as seen from (a) plan
view (intersecting a white card) and (b) projected screen
view. (c) Linearly polarized laser light !!=6.5 ,m".
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• Liquid crystal polymer film 
• Linearly polarized beam —> two circularly polarized beams 
• Almost 100% diffraction efficiency 
• Stacking multiple layers:  

• Achromatic efficiency and extinction over visible and near-IR 
• Chromatic and polarization separation simultaneously

Oh & Escuti (2008)

Oh & Escuti (2008)

WIRC+Pol image



WIRC+Pol Specifications
8.4 arcmin full FOV, ~0.25 arcsec/pixel 

Seeing limited 

Spectro-polarimetry mode: 

Split-pupil configuration, 4.2 arcmin FOV 

Simultaneous Stokes Q+/- and U+/-  

1.1-1.8 μm (J and H band) with R~120-150 

Spectroscopy mode: 

Full FOV 

Wide-field spectroscopy in (J), H, and K with R~200



Commissioning Results

Credit: S. Tinyanont

Polarized and unpolarized 
standards 

~20 science targets with 
know variability and/or 
polarization 

Linear polarization 
spectrum of a source in 
the J and H bands with 3-
sigma precision of 0.5% in 
the degree of polarization 
within 1 hour exposure 
time for sources brighter 
than 14 mag



Summary

Only smaller broadband polarimetric surveys of BDs 
exist to date. 

A comprehensive spectro-polarimetric survey and 
monitoring campaign of the full range of BD spectral 
types, from mid-L to late T and even Y dwarfs, with 
focus on the L/T transition, would add the scope and 
depth needed for detailed atmospheric characterization 
of BDs, and will help us develop the techniques to in 
the near future study atmospheres of exoplanets.



THANKS!



Brown Dwarf Spectral Types

Credit: P. Wilson



Rotational mapping

Apai et al. (2017)

Apai et al. (2017)
Credit: NASA/JPL



Patchy Clouds and Variability

Luhman 16B and other brown dwarfs in the L/T 
transition region show signs of patchy clouds 

Radigan et al. (2014)

WIRC-POL: a near-infrared spectro-polarimetric 
imager at Palomar Observatory
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High-precision polarimetry

200-inch Hale telescope and WIRC upgrade WIRC-POL specifications

Characterizing brown dwarf atmospheres

Transmission spectroscopy of exoplanets

2.2. Mechanical
The mechanical assembly for the camera was also designed and fabricated by Telic Optics. Each of the colli-
mating and re-imaging systems are mounted within aluminum lens barrel assemblies. A schematic of the WIRC
dewar with installed optics is shown in Figure 2. The 4-lens collimating section and the filter wheel assembly
can be seen mounted in the dewar in the lab in Figure 3.

Only one material, aluminum, is used for the housings to simplify the mechanical problem of manufacturing
lenses and mounting structures at warm temperatures that will ultimately be used at cryogenic temperatures
after thermal contraction. To maintain lens centration at warm and cold temperatures a system of Delrin pins
are used. The pins center the lenses inside the barrels while warm. As the system cools the large thermal
contraction of Delrin (approx. three times that of aluminum) causes the pins to contract away from the lenses.
In their place the aluminum lens housing, with inside diameters properly designed, contract and closely surround
the lenses to keep them centered.

The two filter wheels and Lyot stop are mounted on the dewar cold plate located between the collimating
and re-imaging systems. The ∼ 9.4 inch filter wheels can accomodate up to seven 60 mm filters. The wheels,
geared on their edges, are driven by cryogenic stepper motors purchased from Phytron (Waltham, MA) at a gear
ratio of ∼ 17.7 : 1. The steppers motors are operated without feedback although ‘home switches’ are provided.
These are simply micro-switches mounted adjacent to the filter wheels that are tripped as a protruding tab (one
on each wheel) passes. The instrument operator can ’home’ each wheel remotely when necessary to verify filter
wheel position.

LN2 Can (30 liters)

G-10
Support

First Filter
Wheel

Radiation
Shield

f/3.3 beam
from Primary

Dewar
Window

4-lens
Collimating
Section

5-lens
Re-imaging
Section

Detector
Module

Detector
Access Hatches

Second Filter
Wheel

Cold Plate

Lyot Stop

Figure 2. A schematic of the WIRC dewar and optics.
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Polarization grating (PG)

Achromatic diffraction from polarization gratings
with high efficiency
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We demonstrate a broadband, thin-film, polarizing beam splitter based on an anisotropic diffraction grating
composed of reactive mesogens (polymerizable liquid crystals). This achromatic polarization grating (PG)
manifests high diffraction efficiency !"100% # and high extinction ratio !!1000:1# in both theory and ex-
periment. We show an operational bandwidth "# /#0"56% (roughly spanning visible wavelength range)
that represents more than a fourfold increase of bandwidth over conventional PGs (and significantly larger
than any other grating). The diffraction angle and operational region (visible, near-infrared, midwave infra-
red, and ultraviolet wavelengths) may be easily tailored during fabrication. The essence of the achromatic
design is a stack of two chiral PGs with an opposite twist sense and employs the principle of retardation
compensation. We fully characterize its optical properties and derive the theoretical diffraction behavior.
© 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 050.1950, 230.1360, 260.5430, 090.1970.

The management and measurement of polarized
light is essential in a wide range of applications in-
cluding liquid crystal (LC) displays, polarimetry, as-
tronomy, optical fiber communications, quantum
computing, and microscopy. While splitting light into
orthogonal polarizations may be accomplished using
glass beam splitters (e.g., Wollaston or Glan), this is
in many cases undesirable owing to their large physi-
cal size/weight or limited operational wavelength
range. Polarization gratings (PGs) are efficient
polarization-sensitive diffractive thin films [1–4] and
novel electro-optical switches [5–8] that can diffract
with "100% efficiency into the first orders with po-
larization selectivity analogous to glass beam split-
ters. One conventional profile is the “circular PG”
[1,4] and consists of a spiraling, in-plane, linear bire-
fringence that is uniform in the z dimension. How-
ever, its high diffraction efficiency occurs only over a
modest bandwidth, a limitation [9] that applies to
practically all gratings (Bragg or Raman–Nath).

In this Letter, we demonstrate an achromatic PG
formed with reactive mesogens (RMs) (polymerizable
LCs) [10,11] that accomplishes both chromatic and
polarization separation simultaneously. This periodic
anisotropic profile manifests "100% efficiency across
the entire visible wavelength range (more than a
fourfold increase in bandwidth over circular PGs),
achieving achromatic diffraction by compensating
the chromatic dispersion of retardation using the ef-
fect of twist.

This achromatic PG comprises two antisymmetric
chiral circular PGs with an opposite twist sense,
where the nematic director n follows

n!x,z# = $cos $!x,z#, sin $!x,z#, 0%, !1a#

$!x,z# = &%x/& + 'z/d if 0 ( z ( d

%x/& − 'z/d + 2' if d ) z ( 2d' , !1b#

where $ is the azimuth angle of the director field, &
is the grating period, d is the thickness, and ' is the

twist angle of each chiral layer. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
illustrate this profile. RMs [10,11] are ideal to create
this anisotropy pattern, since their orientation can be
initially established by surfaces and chiral dopants
and indefinitely fixed via photopolymerization.

The diffraction efficiency *m of order m may be cal-
culated using the Jones calculus under the paraxial
(small-angle) approximation, a method employed pre-
viously by several authors for conventional PGs
[2,3,12]. Since the derivation for our anisotropy pro-
file [Eq. (1)] involves lengthy expressions, here we
will only summarize the approach and include the fi-
nal result (refer to [13] for details). First, we find the
spatially varying 2+2 transfer matrix TAPG!x#, incor-
porating all grating geometry and material aniso-
tropy. The achromatic PG profile is expressed as mul-
tiple thin layers of circular PGs with a small lateral
phase shift between them, akin to the analysis
of twisted nematic LC modes as stratified media
[14]. Second, we find the electric field of diffraction

Fig. 1. (Color online) Achromatic PG. Nematic director
profile (a) plan view and (b) side view. (c) Diffraction geom-
etry (note only the m= ±1 orders emerge).
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order m far from the grating as Dm
= !1/!"#0

!TAPG!x"Eine−i2"mx/!dx. Finally, we determine
the diffraction efficiency as #m= $Dm$2 / $Ein$2, which
may be analytically summarized by the following:

#0 = %cos2 X + !$2 − %2"sinc2 X&2, !2a"

#±1 = A2'1 & S3!

2 (!cos2 X + $2 sinc2 X", !2b"

where %="'nd /(, X=)$2+%2, A=2% sinc X, and
sinc X*!sin X" /X. The term S3!=S3 /S0 is a normal-
ized Stokes parameter. The grating equation sin )m
=m( /!±sin )in governs diffraction angles [Fig. 1(c)].

Several important properties should be noted in
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) and in [13]. First, only three dif-
fraction orders (0 and ±1) exist, which depend on
both the retardation 'nd /( and the twist angle $.
We will show that *#±1+100% over a wide wave-
length range by balancing the effect of retardation
and twist. Second, the first orders have orthogonal
circular polarizations [Fig. 1(c)]. Third, the first-order
efficiencies are strongly sensitive to the incident po-
larization state through S3! (akin to circular PGs).
Overall, we understand the achromaticity of the two
antisymmetric chiral layers as self-compensation, via
counteracting chromatic dispersions in the linear and
twist-induced circular birefringences [15].

To enable a quantitative evaluation, we define
bandwidth as '( /(0, the ratio of the spectral range
'( (over which high diffraction efficiency *#±1
+99% occurs) to the center wavelength (0. We em-
ploy Eq. (2b) to generate a map of total first-order dif-
fraction efficiency as a function of the retardation
and the twist angle [shown in Fig. 2(a)]. The maxi-
mum bandwidth !,56.1% " is found when $=70°.
Note this is more than a fourfold enhancement as

compared with a conventional circular PG !,12.8% ",
as shown in Fig. 2(b) with relative bandwidths high-
lighted.

We have experimentally realized this achromatic
PG formed as an RM film by polarization holography
and photoalignment techniques. In a recent work [3],
we fabricated defect-free circular PGs in RM thin-
films with ultrahigh efficiency (more than 99%) and
low scattering by materials and processing optimiza-
tion.

Here, we apply the same [3] holographic and
multilayer principles to fabricate achromatic PGs. In
particular, we utilized a linear photopolymerizable
polymer (LPP) [16] ROP-103 (Rolic) as a photoalign-
ment material. The surface alignment pattern with a
period of !=6.5 ,m was recorded in the LPP layer by
orthogonal circular-polarized beams from an He–Cd
laser (at 325 nm). After holographic exposure, RM
films were spin-coated onto the LPP-coated sub-
strate. The first PG layer was composed of the RM
prepolymer–solvent mixture RMS03-001 (Merck, 'n
,0.159 at 589 nm) doped with a small amount
(0.25%) of the chiral molecule CB15 (Merck, right-
handed). A thickness d,1.7 ,m was chosen so that
half-wave retardation %=" /2 (at (,550 nm) and a
twist $= +70° occurred simultaneously. The second
PG layer was deposited directly onto the top of the
first and was composed of RMS03-001 doped with a
small amount (0.34%) of the chiral molecule ZLI-811
(Merck, left-handed), resulting in the same thickness
and opposite twist angle !$=−70° ". As these RM
films are highly cross-linked acrylate films, they are
known [11,16] to have high thermal and optical sta-
bilities. Reproducibility and fabrication process sen-
sitivity are similar to other spin-coated RM films.

These achromatic PGs exhibit practically ideal
properties with high first-order efficiency, high
polarization-selectivity, low scattering, and low non-
first-order leakage. As shown in Fig. 3, nearly 100%
of incident light can be directed into the first orders
alone for both light-emitting diode (LED) and laser

Fig. 2. (Color online) Theoretical diffraction of the achro-
matic PG. (a) First-order efficiency spectra versus twist
angle $ (*#±1+99%, outlined region). (b) First-order effi-
ciency spectrum for $=70° compared with the circular PG.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Photographs of achromatic PG dif-
fraction. Unpolarized white LED light as seen from (a) plan
view (intersecting a white card) and (b) projected screen
view. (c) Linearly polarized laser light !!=6.5 ,m".
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• Liquid crystal polymer film 
• Linearly polarized beam —> two circularly polarized beams 
• Almost 100% diffraction efficiency 
• Stacking multiple layers:  

• Achromatic efficiency and extinction over visible and near-IR 
• Chromatic and polarization separation simultaneously

Oh & Escuti (2008)

Oh & Escuti (2008)
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Transmission spectroscopy

H. Knutson

Transit

Secondary Eclipse

Temperature, composition of planet’s 
atmosphere

Composition of planet’s 
atmosphere

Determining Super-Earth Compositions

Dragomir et al. (2013)

Caveat: the presence of 
thick atmospheres makes 
it difficult to uniquely 
constrain bulk 
compositions from mass 
and radius alone.

Water world (migrated from 
beyond ice line) or rocky with 
a H/He envelope (in situ 
formation)?

Rocky core

Water-rich  
envelope

H/He 
envelope

Good targets for 
atmosphere studies

Stars too faint

• Composition not uniquely constrained from radius and mass

• Constrain hydrogen fraction from transmission spectroscopy
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• Constrain hydrogen fraction from transmission spectroscopy

High-precision time-resolved photometry requires a stable instrument with well-characterized instrument effects and accurate on-sky 
calibration. Instrument induced variability should also be minimized by preventing contaminating light from entering the system, adding 
background photon noise. This is especially important at infrared (IR) and near-IR wavelengths where thermal radiation from the sky and the 
telescope+instrument can make a significant contribution to the total signal recorded together with the astrophysical signal of interest. If 
we also want to measure the polarization of light (polarimetry), additional consideration has to be taken to polarization induced by 
reflections in the telescope+instrument.

� Largest equatorial mounted telescope in the 
world 

� Extremely stable tracking 
� No differential motion of optics 
� Low and stable instrument polarization 
� 100 ppm precision demonstrated with WIRC 

(Wide-field InfraRed Camera) at prime focus

� New Hawaii-2 detector 
� 32 channel read-out mode 
� Polarization grating (PG) and 

quarter wave plate (QWP) for 
spectro-polarimetry 

� Retractable focal plane mask for 
spectro-polarimetry mode 

� Grism for integral-field 
spectroscopy 

� Commissioning in 2017A 
followed by 2-year key science 
program

A unique telescope at Palomar Observatory

A refurbished near-IR instrument

� 8.4 arcmin full FOV, ~0.25 arcsec/pixel 
� Seeing limited 
� Spectro-polarimetry mode: 
� Split-pupil configuration, 4.2 arcmin FOV 
� Simultaneous Stokes Q+/- and U+/-  
� 1.1-1.8 μm (J and H band) with R~120-150 

� Spectroscopy mode: 
� Full FOV 
�Wide-field spectroscopy in (J), H, and K with 

R~200

Polarization Grating (PG)

� Luhman 16B and other brown dwarfs 
in the L/T transition region show 
signs of patchy clouds 

� PG splits linearly polarized beam into two circularly polarized beams and disperses 
light with almost 100% diffraction efficiency  

� Spectro-polarimetric library of ~1000 brown dwarfs across MLTY spectral 
types 

� Baseline survey at J and H (R~120-150) 
� Follow up any >3σ signature for SP variability

� Follow-up of bright K2 transiting systems 
� Improved ephemerides for super-Earth 

transits 
�Constraints on cool Neptune compositions 

from transmission spectroscopy

Patchy clouds

� Integrating -Q/F over viewing disk yields P≠0 for any present asymmetry 
�Normalized F and P as a function of wavelength for a homogeneous, oblate object 

shows different polarization signals for cloud layers in top atmosphere (solid) and 
deeper in atmosphere (dashed)

� A polarization signal above 1%, or variability on the timescale of the 
rotational period, we would be the smoking gun confirming clouds 
in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs

Key science: Spectro-polarimetry of brown dwarfs

Key science: Exoplanet transits

�Masses from transit timing variations in multi-planet systems 
� Characterization of hot Jupiters from secondary eclipse

de Kok et al. (2011)

Crossfield et al. 
(2014)

Bowler et al. (2013)

Wilson et al. (2003)
Crossfield et al. (2014)


